
Dammann Jardin Bleu  

The Jardin Bleu is a combination of unsmoked Ceylon tea and black 

Chinese tea, to which they’ve added the scent of rhubarb and wild 

strawberry. It’s accented by flower petals of the cornflower and hyacinth, 

which give the tea it’s balanced flavour of flowery and fruity.

Is a mix of green tea and ginger, with the fruity, spicy notes of lemon and 

passion fruit. A fresh and lively melange. Originally from West Africa. A 

flowery, slightly sour tea, made of the Hibiscus flower. The flavours you 

Dammann Miss Dammann 

A beautiful pure black tea, grows in the Indian tea district Darjeeling, at 

the foot of the Himalayas on the border with Nepal. Darjeeling is known 

among connoisseurs as the champagne of tea. This tea has a spicy 

character and has light notes of almonds and ripe fruit such as peach.

Dammann Darjeeling  

Made from the finest Chung Hao green tea from China, this fragrant 

Jasmine tea is scented with young Jasmine blossoms. The blossoms are  

still closed when harvested and open up when added to the tea. The 

reason they do this, is to get the most flavor  out of the tea, possible. The 

Jasmine tea has a slightly perfumed aroma and a sweet, delicate taste. 

Dammann China Jasmine Chung Hao



Amstel Hotel

 
Potato salad - Quail egg - Amsterdam pickles - Piccalilly

Smoked Trout - Chive - Langoustine - Onion crumble 

Dammann China Jasmine Chung Hao 

*** 

Brioche - Confit duck - Truffle - Radish 

Whole wheat - Pickled cucumber - Cream cheese - Herring caviar 

Corn Bread - Smoked chicken - Madras curry - Tomato Chutney 

Mini Bun - Craryfish - Cocktail sauce - Celery - Watercress  

Dammann Darjeeling 

*** 

Carrot & orange mousse - Brown sugar - Vanilla rum

Lemon - White chocolate - Poppy seed - Kefir lime 

Raspberry - Lychee - Almon - Lime 

Banana bread - Walnut - 70.1% Ecuador chocolate - Advocate   

Dammann Miss Dammann 

*** 

Madagascar vanilla scones 

Cranberry & cinnamon scones 

Clotted cream - Lemon curd - Raspberry jam & Lychee jam

Dammann Jardin Bleu

 

AMSTEL EASTER

AFTERNOON TEA 


